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Abstract 
Nour-Omid et al. (1991) proposed an ordered modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) algorithm, which was supposed to 
improve the orthogonality state of the solution. Thorough analysis, even of a simple, planar case, shows (gtuller, 1994) 
that, yet in the exact arithmetic, one cannot expect o obtain - independently of the forward, reverse, or any other type, 
including "ordered", orthogonalization - the desired solution: a vector in the orthogonal complement of the given 
vectors. For the planar case, some simple rules of the thumb can be given to minimize the error, but we are not sure they 
can be directly generalized to higher dimensions as has been done by Nour-Omid et al. Naturally, in finite precision, the 
situation is even worse. The unique way out we see in the iterative (Bjorck, 1994) Gram-Schmidt methods, for which we 
(1994) presented several algorithms with different criterions of efficiency applied to. 
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1. An example 
In [2] the following example was studied: 
Starting with three orthonormal (ON) vectors u, v, and w, a vector r is given by 
r = ~u +/~v + yw (¢~ r ~ [u, v, w]) 
= (r ,  u), # = (r, v),  7 = (r, w). 
Then u and v are perturbed by "contaminating" each other (p :/: 0) 
a=u+½pv,  b=v+½pu.  
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Letting c = w, we pass from ON vectors u, v, and w to three vectors a, b, and c with the properties: 
I-a, b, c] = [u, v, w], (if p :~ 2), {a, b, c} being its basis but 
• neither orthonormal: II a[I 2 _- II b II 2 _- 1 + ¼ p2, 
• nor orthogonal: (a, b) = p. 
The authors then presented several assertions, four of which we give explicitly, in order to discuss 
them later: 
(I) "Orthogonalization of r against a and b should give a vector parallel to c". The authors 
considered two different orthogonalizations: 
forward: rl = r - (r, a)a, r 2 ---- r 1 - -  ( r l ,  b)b,  (1) 
reverse: r 3 = r -- (r, b)b, r4 = r3 - -  ( r3 ,  a)a.  (2) 
(II) In exact  arithmetic (with p = 0) the result woud be r E = r 4 : 7C. 
(III) The effects of f inite precision (p # 0) cause 
r2i = ~C + el. (3) 
The authors introduced "measures" of the error vectors el and e2 as 
I(r2, a)l I(r2, b)l 1 
Ef  = max L IIr2 II ' IIr2 II 
(forward orthogonalization), 
Er -- max L I(r4,a)lllr411 ' IIr4111(r4' b)l I (reverse orthogonalization). 
Analyzing the magnitudes of gf  and E, for an illustrative xample, the authors concluded that: 
( IV )  E f  and E, depend on (a) the orthogonal i ty state (p) and (b) the components of  r along a and b. 
2. The four assertions revisited 
To shed some light on these four assertions (I)-(IV), we will begin by analyzing the new basis 
{a, b, c} generating the same space as the original basis {u, v, w}. As we have already seen, this new 
basis {a, b, c} is neither orthonormal nor orthogonal and so we can imagine the subspace [a, b] as 
a plane with an oblique coordinate system defined by oblique axes given by the two vectors a and b. 
This planar problem is depicted in Fig. 1, where we have visualized also the vector r with its 
components (ct, fl) in a Cartesian coordinate system, defined by the vectors u and v, together with its 
components (/z, v) in the above-mentioned oblique coordinate system. 
Next we will have a closer look at the orthogonalizations of r. 
We will start by first considering the two orthogonalizations of r against he vectors u and v: 
forward: r5 = r - (r, u)u, r6  = r5 -- (rs, v)v, 
reverse: r: = r -- (r, v)v, r8 = r7 -- (rT, u)u, 
and we get r 6 ---- r8. 
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ot 
r7 
r E [u, v] = [a, b] a = u + ~v b = v + ~u p # 0 
r : au  +/3v  a : ( r ,  u )  /3 = (r ,  v )  p = (a ,  b )  
r = k - l (#a  + vb)  k = ~/1 + 
r5 = r -- au  r7  = r - /~v  
F ig .  1. 
For  our previous planar case we obtain r6 = rs = 0 and the overall situation is depicted again in 
Fig. 1. 
A possible interpretation for this planar case can be the following: 
The orthogonalization of a (planar) vector with respect o an orthonormal basis yields the null 
vector. (4) 
By considering the orthogonal izat ions (1) and (2) of the vector r against the vectors a and b we 
obtain, successively, using 
= (r, a), C = (r, b), 
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rl =r -~a,  r2 =r l  --(rl, b)b, 
r3 = r -- (b, r4 = r3 - (ra, a)a. 
Introducing 
tp=(r l ,b) ,  ~ =(r3,a),  
we get: 
r2 = r - -  ~a -- tpb, r4 = r -  (b - ~a. 
In Fig. 2 we have visualized, for the same vector r as in Fig. 1, the four vectors rl ,  r2, r3, and r4. 
(With small modifications of the scalars 4, (, ~P, and ~b, which have been all multiplied by a scalar 
k defined as the square root of norm of the vector a or b: 
- th is  multiplication corresponds to the normalization of the basis {a, b}; 
- the  corresponding modifications have been also made to the vectors ri.) 
The following are some comments on Fig. 2: 
• In an oblique coordinate system the components of a (nonnull) vector and its corresponding 
orthogonal projections onto the oblique axes can differ. 
• One can get by an "orthogonalization" of a nonnull vector against an oblique basis a nonnull 
vector (compare with the case of an orthonormal basis - see (4)). 
• The question is whether the process given by (1) or (2) can still be called an orthogonalization. 
And why? 
-Due  to its formulae? (identical to the MGS) 
-Due  to its results? (different from the MGS). 
From the previous comments one can easily deduce that 
(A) The first examined statement (I) is not true for several reasons: 
- i t  is questionable to speak about an "orthogonalization'; 
-independently of the "orthogonalization" used, forward or reverse, one cannot obtain 
a vector parallel to the vector c (because its components in the plane [a, b] remain nonnull 
- - see  the vectors r2 and r4 in Fig. 2). 
(B) The same holds true for the second (II) and the third (III) studied statement 
-w i th  a supplementary emark: 
The conditions of exact arithmetic and p = 0 are independent. 
From Fig. 2 one can also easily get the following (geometric) interpretation of Ef and E,: 
They correspond, respectively, to the maximum of absolute values of the orthogonal projections 
of the vector 2 (r4) onto the oblique axes given by the vectors a and b, normalized with respect o 
the vector r 2 (!'4). 
For obvious reasons, it seems to us more natural (as we are in Euclidean space), to use the 
(corresponding) norm as the measure of the error vectors. 
To judge the last (IV) statement we will start by expressing the vectors r2 and r 4 in the original 
coordinate system {u, v, w}. From 
(r, a) ---- ~ + (pfl)/2, (r, b) = fl + (poO/2, 




v ~ [a, b] p = (a, b) p # 0 
r l  = r -  k - i ra  ra = r -  k - l (b  ~ = k - l ( r ,a )  ~p = k - l ( r l ,b )  
r2 = r l  -- k - l~b  r4 = r3 - k-X~ba ( = k - l ( r ,  b)  ~b = k - l ( ra ,  a)  
Fig. 2. 
we obtain successively 
r x =r - -o~u- - f l v - -p f lu  +¼p2(o~u +flv) W¼p3flu, 
r 4 = r - -  ctu -- fly -- po~v + ¼p2(o~u + flY) + ¼p3ctv, 
and thus, for the searched error vectors el and e2, one gets the following formulae: 
el = -p f lu  + ¼p2(ctu + fly) + ¼p3flu, e2 = -p~v + ¼p2(~u + f ly)+ ¼p3~v. 
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As p<< 1 (which served to represent he machine precision), one can neglect the terms with the 
higher powers (second and third) of the p, and so obtains for the norms 
Ilelll ~ Ip/~l, Ile2ll ~ Ip~l. 
Our aim is to minimize the error vectors, more precisely to minimize their norms. It follows, at least 
for our planar example, that for a given vector r, with the components ~and fl in an ON basis 
{u, v}, we have to choose: 
- " fo rward  orthogonalization" in the case: ~ > fl, 
- " reverse  orthogonalization" in the case: ~ < fl, 
-any  of them in the case: ~ = ft. 
Unfortunately, usually we do not have any ON basis, but only a nonorthonormal  one, or even worse: 
a nonorthogonal  basis, and so the previous formulae, relative to an ON basis, are, in practice, 
useless. 
We should therefore try to express the error vectors in such a nonorthogonal  basis. From (3) we 
obtain, for our planar case (7 = 0), successively: 
ei = r2 i ,  r 2 = (I z -- ~)a + (v -- Ob  + ~pb, e l  = (1~ - ~)a + (v + ~p - ~)b, 
lie1 II 2 = (/~ - 4) 2 Ilall 2 + (v + p~ - 02 Ilbl[ 2 + 2(/~ - O(v - ( + p¢) (a ,b )  
= (1 + ¼pZ) [(/~ _ ~)2 + (v -- ( + pC)Z] + 2p(kt -- ~)(v -- ~ + pC). 
As we have 
# - ~ = ( -vp) / (1  + ¼p2), v - ~ = ( -#p) / (1  + ¼pZ), 
we can write 
lie1 [I 2 = 2p2 {2(4 + p2)- x (/z2 + v 2) +/~2 [8-x(4 + p2) _ 1]} 
+ 2pa/~v {1 - 8(4 + p2)-1 [1 - 2(4 + p2)-13} 
+ 4p4v2 {(4 + p2)-~ [1 - 8(4 + p2)- ~]}. 
Neglecting the terms with the higher powers (third and fourth) of the p (for the same reasons as 
before), one obtains 
lie1 II 2 ~ p2 [#24-1(4 + pZ) - lp4  + v24(4 + p2)-1], 
and, by the same reasoning 
Ile~ II 2 -~ p2vZ4(4 + p2)-l, 
which gives 
I[ex II ~ Ipvl (lie2 II ~ IP#I)- 
Similarly to the case of an ON basis, to minimize the error vectors, we have to choose for a given 
vector r with components # and v in an oblique basis {a, b}: 
- " fo rward  orthogonalization" in the case: # > v, 
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-"reverse orthogonalization" in the case:/z < v, 
-any  of them in the case: # = v. 
These results concur, at least for our planar case, with conclusions of the authors - except hat in 
the proposed ordered MGS algorithm [2, p. 6], the authors use, instead of the mentioned 
components, the orthogonal projections onto the oblique axes .... 
So, one could try to express the error vectors in terms of the orthogonal projections ¢ and ~ onto 
the oblique axes a and b, but the expressions become very rapidly excessively complicated: 
el = p[ (2  - -  p)(2 + p) ] -2  {4[4p~ - (4 + p2) ( ]a  + [16p¢ - p2(p2 _ 12) ( ]b}  . . . .  
3. Conclusion 
The conclusions we can draw from the previous section are the following: 
For a sufficiently small p (p << 1; which can be interpreted as the measure of the nonorthogonality), 
the result of the "orthogonalization" process can differ considerably by the choice of the order of the 
vectors against which we "'orthogonalize". 
In the planar case, we are able to give some simple rules of the thumb to minimize the error vectors. 
The fundamental question, we can try to formulate, for the case of the nonorthogonal vectors 
against which we want to orthogonalize a given vector, would be the following: 
Is it worthwhile to seek to minimize the error vectors, knowing that the "orthogonalization" 
process can never yield, in the studied case, the desired solution? 
Some explanations: 
-never: even in the exact arithmetic; 
-desired solution (generalizing (4)). 
Obtain a vector in the orthogonal complement of the given vectors. 
We are convinced that the answer to the above question is negative. 
And what do we propose? 
To apply (repeat), maybe several times, the "orthogonalization" process to the result of the "'first 
orthogonalization'" (until the difference of two successive iteration results is sufficiently small). 
Different algorithms of such an iterative Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method [1] can be 
designed with various criterions of efficiency applied to - -  see [3]. 
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